Black-Out Assembly &
Installation
See detailed roller shade fabrication and installation instructions
in addition to these blackout instructions;
Steps 1-3 should be completed before going to the installation site.
Hembar must be internal and be no more than
(use RollEase hembar, part number SRBIHB).

3/16

inch (6,3mm) thick.

1. Install light block: When installing light blocking brush in side channels 		
(notched* and sized) be sure to secure both top and bottom. A small amount
of “Crazy Glue” goes a long way; you may also crimp the extrusion to secure
the light blocking brush. The front channel should have 1/2 inch (13mm) of light block
extending past the end of the channel and bent slightly back. This acts as a guide to
keep the fabric from rubbing on the side channel and guides the fabric into the side
channel track.
2. Attach End Plates: Attach the End Plates to the Ceiling or Recessed Pocket.
3. Attach Brackets: Rivet or screw the Manual or Motorized Brackets to Ceiling
Pocket or Recessed Pocket. Be sure that the fastening will not interfere with the 		
operation of the shade or components.
Steps 4-9 are done at the installation site.
4. Install the pocket into the desired location.
5. Install Side Channel Backs: Install the back side of the side channels only. Back
side channel should abut the pocket, flush with the end plate. Screw the back side
channel directly into the window jam.
For a single steel tube, multiple band, manual shade greater than 10 ft. (3m) in
length, you can use our more rigid 1.5 inch (38mm) manual tube with spline groove
(part number: SRCAT)

Side channel installed
with pocket

6. Install the shade.
7. Check the fit of the pocket bottom closure.
			
8. Install Side Channel Fronts: With the shade in the full up position, snap on the 		
front face of the side channels. 		
9. Install the bottom channel. If desired a thin double face tape can be used on the 		
bottom channel to secure the channel to the window sill. This will assure a light
seal without damaging the sill. The bottom channel does not get light block inserted.
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